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On behalf of the Dream School Foundation, it gives us 

immense pleasure in presenting to you, the Annual Report 

for 2013-2014. 

In 2013-2014, the Dream School Foundation took the time 

to review and re-examine, where we stand as a nation, in 

making right to quality and equity education a reality for our 

children. We, as an organization, engaged in thought-

provoking discussions, beginning with our Board of 

Trustees, Core members and then with our staff, volunteers, 

stakeholders and some of our partners. These engagements 

helped us review and amend our Five Year strategy to suit 

the conditions and situation prevailing today to focus on 

what role we can play in addressing the quality and equity 

issues in education.  

In the age of dynamism and fast paced changes, the 

landscape of education is changing. The time has come to 

shift our focus along with partners and stakeholders from 

patronage to partnership.  The renewed focus on corporate 

social responsibility through the amended Companies Bill 

2012 has accentuated corporate efforts towards creating 

their own strategies to address the gaps and issues in 

education. Moreover there have been several positive steps 

from the Government to commit to support quality and 

equity aspects of education. 

The Corporate as well as the country's strategies and 

interest is exactly in line with Dream School Foundation's 

operating principles of empowering communities through 

education and development of our children.  The reporting 

year has seen extraordinary partnership with all the 

stakeholders of the Dream School Foundation.  The Dream 

School Foundation has an important role to play in 

implementing these strategies and making them a reality. 

Over the 9 years of implementing programs in schools and 

communities, we have learnt key lessons in integrated 

Education and Development program (IEDP) that are 

sustainable, age-appropriate and driven by schools and civil 

society. It is time to enhance this experience to ensure large 

scale impact.

The future looks promising through inclusive partnerships 

with our existing and forthcoming 

We are extremely grateful, that our partners understand this 

way of thinking and are bold, trusting and deeply committed 

to support such work. We know we will reach new heights 

together in our collective quest to bridge the gaps that exist, 

in the equity and quality of education. Thank you for your 

partnership. 

Best regards, 

Maitreyee Kumar and Sabu Joseph

On behalf of DSF Team 

FROM THE MANAGEMENT DESK

Our vision 

Making 

the right to quality 

and equity 

in education 

and a happy 

childhood  with 

overall 

development, 

a reality for the 

child. 

Þ Integrated Education and Development (IED) will 

continue to be the model for our programmes with 

the addition of the Graduate Programme, as an 

extension of Ten Plus.

Þ We will enhance our programme components 

selectively to be able to ensure holistic and 

impactful development of the children. We will 

continue to support schools and children.

Þ Development of a new cluster by 2015 as critical 

need for such an intervention in that area has been 

ascertained. In 2016 the Centre will have its first 

Ten Plus batch with 40 admissions.

Þ The Ten Plus Programme will be offered across all 

our centres with the New B.E.L Road centre being 

the nodal point. 

Þ The R.T. Nagar Centre facilities will be enhanced to 

cater to the enormous appetite and demand from 

the community.   

Þ The Graduate Programme (GP) will have an added 

component of the Finishing School (FS) by 2015, 

catering to 120 students each year. The FS will be 

initially offered from New BEL road and soon be 

initiated at other centres. 

Þ The Finishing School module will also be offered as 

a standalone programme to external candidates 

from a socio-economically vulnerable background, 

besides those from our current Graduate 

Programme.

Þ DSF plans to initiate a Community Empowerment 

Programme ( CEP ) which will provide an 

opportunity for women from socio-economically 

vulnerable backgrounds to create a sustainable 

future for themselves and their families, through 

skill building for gainful livelihood options.   

Þ We will strive to retain and expand our donor base 

and strengthen our partner linkages by inclusive 

planning, monitoring and evaluation (PME) process. 

FIVE YEAR STRATEGY HIGHLIGHTS: 2012-2017 

Our Model: Integrated Education and Development (IED)

Holistic School 
Development

Community
Empowerment

HeadStart

TenPlus
Graduate Programme 

and 
Finishing School

Education
and

Development 
Centre
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Dream School Foundation
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TENPLUS - LAUNCH PAD FOR CAREERS

enPlus is an intervention to 

Teducate and empower socio-

economically deprived students, 

beyond Grade 10 and enroll them to a 

stream of their interest and aptitude, 

through structured academic coaching 

and mentoring at our DSF resource 

centres. TenPlus is a logical extension of 

our HeadStart Programme that strives to 

reach the most vulnerable groups of 

students.
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TenPlus programme that was kick started in the year 

2010 has grown in stature and numbers over the years. 

The programme has since reached many deserving 

students in North Bangalore. In the year 2013-14 there 

was a renewed focus in partnering with professional 

coaching institutes of repute and also strengthening the 

in-house subject matter expertise at our centres.

The innate intent of the TenPlus programme is to 

facilitate students to continue towards reasonably good 

livelihood opportunities through higher education in 

courses and institutions of their choice and mentor 

them to excel in the field. The programme is 

strengthened by volunteer-involvement to mentor and 

track the performance of the participants and motivate 

them through committed financial support post their 

SSLC (Grade 10) journey. 

TENPLUS 

MALE

34%

FEMALE

66%

GENDER WISE

ENROLMENT
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Monitor & Mentor the students by keeping track of 

scorecards

Education & Development facilities at Centres

Academic & non-academic sessions

Customised interventions to suit individual needs 

Parent community outreach and interface 

The programme involves

34%
46%
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6%

SCIENCE COMMERCE DIPLOMA ARTS

< The year 2013 – 14 has seen streamlining of the 

admission process in enrolling students to the 

TenPlus programme. With over 500 students 

applying, the overwhelming numbers of applicants 

were put through a rigorous admission process. 

The students were put through two intensive 

rounds to profile their aptitude and attitudes. This 

was followed by counselling sessions, parent 

interface and final selection.  

< The programme strength increased with 155 

students enrolled, taking the total number to 355 

students across different streams. 

< Regular academic coaching in all the subjects of 

Science (Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, 

Biology) and Commerce (accounts, business 

studies, economics), delivered by qualified 

professionals (volunteers & paid staff).

< All students pursuing PUC II of the Science Stream 

were enrolled into professional academic coaching 

classes such as BASE, ACE, Giraffe et al.  

< The students underwent two modules of 

leadership development courses and six life skill 

sessions with special focus on teenage challenges 

conducted by in-house experts and external 

resource persons.

< Regular communication skills sessions with 

special focus on Spoken English were conducted 

on weekends.

< The Mentor Programme was initiated and 

streamlined over the year. The mentors spend a 

minimum of four hours a month with each 

student. These mentors have now become the 

support system for around forty students.

< Continued focus on parenting interface and weekly 

sessions with sections of the parent community 

conducted in the reporting period by parenting 

expert resource person along with our staff. These 

engagements helped us establish a stronger 

connect with the parent community.

< House  visits done for all students during the 

reporting period

< Extra-curricular activities and events were 

conducted through the year

< Annual Programme where students 

participated in theatre, dance, music etc.

< Carnival to celebrate the advent of New year 

with games, frolic & fun

< Outbound programme for life skills 

development – trekking & training around the 

hills of Ramnagar

THE YEAR IN REVIEW : 2013-2014 

5 6
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While we have accomplished much, we have set ourselves to 

do more to support the students and the programme in general. 

We will continue to make meaningful and measurable change. 

We are in the process of implementing the following changes: 

Ù Renewed focus on Spoken and Functional English through 

a THREE-month intensive coaching in Summer 2014 

followed up by weekend classes

Ù Enhancing library facilities with the addition of 500 new 

titles and more copies of the prescribed text books and 

reference books by June 30th 2014

Ù The current computer facilities will be enhanced with the 

addition of 20 laptops and a new refurbished lab facility

Ù Close monitoring and evaluation mechanism at centres, 

academic and coaching institutions. Monthly feedback 

from professional coaching institutes will be collected

Ù 30% students of Ten Plus will have mentors by fourth 

quarter of 2014

Ù 90 days plan ahead of the academic activities at the centres

Ù Plan in place to have in-house counselling services to cater 

to the immediate needs of  students 

Ù Quarterly Parent meetings and house visits for all students.

Ù Monthly status review of the programme

Ù Additional fund allocation for emergency support like 

medical expenses etc.

2014 FOCUS AREAS 

CHALLENGES

Ù The first year of the TEN PLUS programme 

(PUC/Diploma I) is expected to be challenging for the 

students to cope with the new learning environment, 

a substantial number of students struggled to retain 

their SSLC performance and our study shows that 

the main issue was the shift from Vernacular 

medium to English Medium. 

Ù Frequent changes of faculty at the 

college/institutions are another challenge that 

hampered their learning abilities. 

Ù Our Connect with the diploma students need further 

improvement as their academic schedule as well as 

subject matter varies from the other degree students

Ù There is a small percentage of students whose timely 

performance tracking is a challenge owing to lack of 

response and frequent changes in their personal 

contact numbers.

KARTHIK KS 89%

VINCENT RAJ 86%

SWETHA V 82%

PUC TOPPERS

AFREEN SULTANA 74%

Programme objective StatusGoal

Visits & presentations to High 

Schools in Programme Area

Identify and make presentations the Ten Plus 

Programme to 10 Schools in Government 

and Government Aided in and around 

Yeswanthpur and RT Nagar, North Bangalore

We exceeded the numbers and made 

presentations to 13 Government High Schools 

and received positive response  

Call for applications 400 Applications Over 475 Applications received 

apart from the 65 DSF SSLC students 

Entrance Test 50 % of the total applicants take the 

entrance examination

Around  60% of the total population took 

the entrance test 

Need Assessments & House 50% house visits of the shortlisted candidates 

Finalizing need assessment of the short listed 

candidates before the final selection

Done. Need assessment completed on time

Structured Student Selection Process

Interviews with students 

and Parents 

All short listed Candidates undergo an 

interview along with their guardian 

and parents

Done. 75 % of the shortlisted candidates 

turned up for the interviews along with 

their guardians

Interest &aptitude Profile Tests 100 % selected candidates undergo a 

structured interest and aptitude profiling

100 % Compliance

Career Guidance & Counseling

Career Guidance Sessions 75 % attendance for the career 

guidance sessions

More than 80 % selected candidates attended

the professional career guidance sessions 

including individual sessions with 

career counsellors

Support in selection & admission 

in colleges of their choice

100 % students receive full support in 

mustering admissions

Everyone has been supported by the Ten Plus 

Programme management group

College/ Institution Fees Pay the promised  financial assistance  and 

get the required documents before the 

last day of payment

100 % Compliance

Financial Scholarship, Expenses and Resource Provision

Resource Provision 60% educational resource provision such as 

notebooks and other accessories to facilitate 

successful learning.

85% of resources provided for.

Transportation Assistance Disbursement of funds towards to and fro 

journey costs

100% costs covered
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Online repository of comprehensive 
academic reference material

e-resources and subject 

related pdfs

Academic material and learning 

content that is easily accessible. 

Mentoring / Counselling areas 
individual interaction

Bi monthly mentor orientation 

sessions

100% compliance, with mentors 

from diverse professional 

backgrounds to mentor students 

3 Class rooms with A/V facility

Well-equipped lecture rooms with 
multimedia / AV facilities 

All 3 classrooms are equipped 

with A/V facility apart 

from large lecture rooms

Fulltime coordinators to cater to 
student needs.

All three centres have full time 

coordinators to coordinate 

functioning of centres  

100% compliance, with 

coordinators catering to all 

needs of students.

Parenting Workshops

60% parents of our students 

addressed on various parenting 

issues

75% parents of students 

addressed by professional  

counsellor

Life-skills & Personality 
development sessions

2 Modules Covering 6 sessions

100 % Compliance along with 

2 exposure trips

Functional English training

Weekend training module for 

improved English speaking 

100% compliance 

Connect Programme

6 connect programmes arranged 

or, to give talks on various topics. 

100% compliance with 

77% turnout.

Library facility

Library with over 2000 academic 

& non-academic books

Current facility caters to the 

needs of the students with  over 

2000 academic & non-academic 

books plus newspapers 

and magazines

  

Regular academic workshops & 
sessions by subject experts 

60% of curriculum based 

academic learning to be covered 

by subject matter experts

80% of the curriculum based 

lessons were accomplished that 

covered banking/ finance, 

management, applied science 

and social sciences.

Computer Lab

7 Computers with state of the 

art machines equipped with 

Internet access. Support in 

basics and programming 

as required

Computer lab with 10 computers 

with faculty and assistance 

on request

TEN PLUS Centre of Excellence

 HSDP - HOLISTIC SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

15 
Schools

3 
Clusters

2000 + 
Students

s the word 'Holistic' suggests, the 

Aprogramme looks at the 

Government school in a holistic 

manner by involving the various 

stakeholders of the school through a 

systematic approach for better school 

Management and Development.
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The Holistic School development (HSDP) is to enhance 

the learning levels of the children in our partnering 

schools through support and partnership with teachers 

& school authorities coupled with intensive class room 

and school level interventions. Our experience and 

learning with the public school system has led us to 

believe that one needs to adopt a supportive as well as 

complementary approach in addressing the complex 

issues surrounding our public education.

In the year 2013-14, we extended the programme to 8 

new schools in Rajajinagar. With the active 

implementation of the Right To Education (RTE) Act, 

many from the socio-economically vulnerable sections 

of the society, now have the opportunity to enrol into 

government aided and private schools in their 

neighbourhood. In keeping with this, we embarked upon 

a new partnership with a Govt. aided school for the first 

time to enhance their quality of education. 

With our older schools, we continued to work closely 

with the school authorities to help in the development & 

management of the schools and intervene in specific 

areas where they seek our support. We have seen 

visible positive changes in the environment, process 

and attitude of school administration that support the 

holistic development and enhanced performance of the 

school.

HOLISTIC SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME - HSDP
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The Learning Level Enhancement Programme ( LLEP) aims at 

improving the learning levels in functional English, basic 

Mathematics and Science of the children at Government 

Schools through a structured mutli-pronged approach. The 

programme covers 5 phases mainly: 

This report captures the baseline results and the year-end 

assessment we conducted in 6 schools covering 224 

students in one cluster of North Bangalore
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Ù In the reporting year we worked along with the 

teachers and school management in implementing 

the customised system tools and practises in the 

previous year. This helped the schools to have a 

seemingly flawless start and the year.

Ù Learning Level Enhancement Programme 

conducted completely by DSF in the Rajajinagar 

schools in first phase of HSDP

Ù The school management system got a  boost 

through our sustained mentoring and consultation

Ù Infrastructural support for roof, toilets and room 

repairs for the RT Nagar Kannada, Urdu & Tamil 

schools.

Ù All students received Notebooks, transportation 

support (bus passes) wherever required and High 

school students support for uniform, shoes, bags 

etc.

Ù A total of 850 students from 12 Government 

schools from  R.T.Nagar and Rajajinagar were 

taken on an outing to Innovative Film City in Bidadi. 

There was lot of excitement to go to a long sought 

after destination and the day was etched in their 

memories forever. 

Ù Celebrating the invaluable contributions of the 

teacher who, this year, DSF took the celebration to 

the schools itself. Teacher's Day was celebrated at 

six Government schools appreciating teachers and 

their contributions and saw these sporting 

teachers participate in various fun games and 

cheered on by their students.  

Ù Support to celebrate National Days, Annual / 

Sports days at all partner schools. 

Ù Scholarships for  40 students High School students 

in the Rajajinagar cluster to ensure continuity in 

education 

INITIATIVES AND HIGHLIGHTS- 2013-2014 

HeadStart: Facilitating continuance of High School Education

he HeadStart programme 

Taddresses issues of children 

dropping out of school at the 

high school stage and assists a 

smooth transition from the primary 

to secondary stages of education. It 

ensures continuity till the 10th grade 

for the socio-economically 

vulnerable and underserved children 

through sustained handholding and 

mentoring engagements.
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The need for an intervention after the higher primary level in 

Government schools becomes imperative with increase in 

the number of dropouts at this stage. The children, who hail 

from socio-economically vulnerable conditions discontinue 

their studies mainly due to financial situation and  parent 

apathy towards education in general and Government 

schools in particular. Our HeadStart Programme identifies 

children with enormous potential but susceptible to dropping 

out of school at the Higher Primary stage and ensures 

continuance of their education till they complete Grade X 

(SSLC). This is achieved through scholarships, school choice, 

regular academic coaching through structured programmes 

at our education and development centres, mentoring and 

strong parent interface 2013-2014, has seen enhanced 

partner participation from the student community which 

resulted in our students receiving accolades in district and 

state-level competitions.

HEADSTART

School Choice and Financial Assistance for fees/ academic 

and other personal expenses

Educational resource provision

Co-curricular activities to enrich the knowledge in various 

fields

Personal and group mentoring 

Career and personal counselling

Life-skill education

Computer training 

Exposure trips

Strong parent interface 

PROGRAMME COMPONENTS

19%

24%

12%

5%
7%

9%

5%
6%

14%

11%

20%

22%

11%

8%

12%

2%

7% 8%
9%

23%

27%

10%

6%

13%

2%
4%

6%

BELOW 
50%

50% - 70% ABOVE 
70%

BELOW 
50%

50% - 70% ABOVE 
70%

BELOW 
50%

50% - 70% ABOVE 
70%

IMPROVED STATIC DECLINED

OVERALL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

8th STD 9th STD 10th STD

ARSHITHA K 94%

LINGARAJU L 93%

SEEMA TAJ A 93%

YASHASWINI K 92%

ROOPA S 92%

SAGAR B N 90%

HANUMANTHA S 89%

ABHAY KUMAR SAHANI 89%

SWATHI K 88%

ADITYA S 85%

Distinction
17%

First Class
51%

Second 
Class

15%

PASS
17%

SSLC RESULT ANALYSIS SSLC TOPPERS

15 16
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CLASS WISE DISTRIBUTION

36%

28%

36%

GENDER CLASSIFICATION

60%

40%

Male Female8th STD 9th STD 10th STD

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT CENTRES

375 
Students

3 
E&D Centres

he fulcrum that binds the 

THolistic School Development, 

HeadStart and the TenPlus 

programmes is the Education and 

Development centres.  Our 

Education and Development (E&D) 

centers situated around the 

government schools, close to the 

community engage with varied 

stakeholders to make the Right to 

Education a reality.
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The Education and Development Centres at the Dream 

School Foundation focus on the learning and overall 

development of students. E&D Centres aim at 

supplementing the education provided at the mainstream 

academic institutions with an enhanced participation from 

the community. The centres act as a nodal point for all DSF 

Programmes. 

Our continuous efforts over the past 7 years, focused  on 

age appropriate learning level interventions with self-esteem 

and personality building activities, have borne positive 

results in the performance of our students. This has resulted 

in the community recognizing our endeavors in providing 

quality education and thereby expressed deep faith in our 

intervention. As testament, located in the heart of the 

community, the R.T.Nagar Centre has seen a promising 

spike of 30% in the number of students enrolled since the 

beginning of the academic year. 

The centres also act as a catalyst to promote and facilitate 

holistic development of students through the collective 

action of civil society through a three-fold agenda: 

 - Corporate volunteering engagement

 - Civil Society participation

 - Parent community mobilization and interaction

The Dream School Foundation currently runs Education and 

Development Centres concentrated in the North Bangalore 

area of Yeshwantpur, New B.E.L Road and R.T.Nagar 

catering to students from 36 schools including Government 

Schools and aided schools. 

EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT CENTRES

58

11

9

10
12

Academics

Computers

Library

Life Skills

Co Curricular

PERCENTAGE OF HOURS SPENT

HIGHLIGHTS AND INITIATVES 2013-14

Ù Two month long summer camp conducted with bridge 

course in Maths & English to strengthen the foundation 

learning levels of the students of std 8 & 9 and primarily 

academic coaching and completion of syllabus for std. 

10. Special sessions on Life skills, Environment 

Education, Music, Dance, Theatre etc conducted at the 

camp.

Ù A month long theatre workshop at the Yeshwantpur 

centre by highly experienced theatre trainer Ms. Malathi 

Saroj was conducted at the Yeshwantpur centre which 

concluded in an impressive 30 minute theatre 

production performed at our Annual Day Impressions 

2014 depicting various ways in which the Right to 

Education is violated in our society.

Ù Regular academic coaching after school hours and 

weekends at the centre with special focus on Maths, 

Science & English language. 

Ù Monthly Life skills  and leadership development 

sessions conducted by expert resource persons, DSF 

staff & volunteers 

Ù Workshops on Study skills, Exam preparation tips & 

Stress reduction for Std 10th, career counselling and 

other self-help sessions conducted at our centres by 

professional counsellors Asha & Sathyanarayan of 

Hrudayanuga.

Ù Strong Parent Interface with ongoing parent meetings / 

workshops conducted at all centres. Ms Hema Srinivas 

of Saranga Trust conducted special parenting 

workshops.

Ù Health and Hygiene education sessions especially for 

girl children at all centres

Ù Weekly music classes by Sowmya Murthy at 

Yeshwantpur centre 

Ù Events and Important days – Teacher's Day, Children's 

Day, Festivals, New Year & Monthly Birthday celebrations 

conducted at all centres with tremendous enthusiasm

Ù Holistic learning can never be complete without out-

bound programs. Lessons such as team-building, 

confidence building cannot be taught from a text book. 

Identifying the importance of such exercises, students 

attended camps at Ramnagar for a adventure and 

learning experience with iQuest Adventure academy. 

Ù The Ten Plus students had a gala time at the Carnival 

2014 as they played games, danced and had a day full of 

fun & frolic.
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Education is incomplete without 

opportunity for creative expression. Apart 

from events at the centres, the year 

presented our students with two major 

occasions to showcase their potential 

and strengthen their skills. 

EVENTS

22

Our annual day, 'Impressions', apart from being an 

opportunity to connect and share with our partners, 

also serves as a platform for the students to exhibit 

their talent, through cultural activities. Promoting self-

esteem, the event saw many step on the stage for the 

first time and embrace it with confidence. 

Extracurricular activities form an important element for 

development. In keeping with this, every year a carnival 

is organized for our students. A day of entertainment, it 

also served as a great skill development exercise for a 

group of students who were given the opportunity to 

organize the programme themselves. Sharpening their 

managerial skills the event took them one step closer 

to preparing for corporate life.

Teacher's day celebration

This year, the Dream School Foundation teamed up 

with the students of the Government schools and 

chose to celebrate the contributions and love that their 

teachers so generously share each day.  With games 

and fun activities lined up, the students performed 

songs and mimicry of their teachers and spoke of the 

immense love that each teacher shared, making each 

moment in school a memorable one. These sporting 

teachings participated in various entertaining games 

that saw students cheer their mentors with much 

excitement.  

Summer Camp

The month long summer-camp was in full-flow 

through the months of April and May at all three 

centres of Yeshwantpur, New B.E.L Road and 

R.T.Nagar. With a combined strength of over 350 

students, academic sessions combined with extra-

curricular activities ensured the students were privy a 

holistic learning experience. Volunteers from various 

corporate organizations and colleges , helped the 

Dream School Foundation put together a summer 

camp that was unforgettable.  

Children'sDay

November 14, that marks Children's Day, a special 

occasion for all of us at the Dream School Foundation.  

Despite it being a holiday, the centres were at full 

strength as students came together to celebrate this 

special day. This year, saw an essay writing and 

colouring competition that brought out the competitive 

spirit in our students. 

EVENTS
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holistic learning experience. Volunteers from various 
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camp that was unforgettable.  

Children'sDay

November 14, that marks Children's Day, a special 

occasion for all of us at the Dream School Foundation.  
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EVENTS



CAMPAIGNS
Taking a great leap in our advocacy efforts this year, we 

conducted 'Right Click', a photography contest 

commemorating Child Right's Day. Days of careful 

planning and reaching out to people rigorously through 

various mediums led to an overwhelming response. The 

contest, open to people from all over India, saw 

photographers from across the country come forward and 

express their passion and commitment to Child Rights, 

through the medium of photography. Aligned with our 

mission many of them are now our committed supporters. 

The contest resulted in the first ever Dream School 

Foundation calendar, which was designed using thirteen 

best photos from all the entries. The calendar was 

unveiled by Mr. Suresh Karupakula, Director- Technology 

Services, Target Corporation India. The calendar served as 

a perfect reminder of every individual's responsibility in 

upholding the rights of our children.

As a part of the Joy of Giving week, DSF participated in 

Generocity an NGO meet, organized by our partner United 

Way Bengaluru.  Our volunteers took the crowd by surprise 

with a flash mob, which very effectively got their attention 

and drove home the message of the importance of quality 

and equitable education.Communication bridges gaps and 

brings people closer to causes. Our plan for the year ahead 

is to elicit and increase participation of the civil society in 

our efforts to communicate our mission. The focus will be 

to build understanding and inspire people to take action 

for equity in education. 
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This year saw an increase in the participation of youth for the cause of quality and equity in education. Students pursuing their 

graduation in various colleges chose to spend their summer break contributing to education and development of children and 

interned with us during the summer camps. Playing a significant role during the camps, the volunteers strengthened the 

fundamentals of Maths and English language of our students, while promoting a healthy sense of competition through educative 

games. In addition to academics they brought out the creative side of the students by training them in dance and music. We thank 

especially the students from Mount Carmel Girls College  for their hard work which culminated in beautiful renditions by the 

students at the Annual Day celebrations held in July 2013, which served as a great platform to showcase their talent. Expanding 

our volunteer base and creating an organized structure, that will best enable them to collaborate and drive change, will be our 

focus for the year ahead.

Student Volunteers

Volunteerism forms the root of our organizational philosophy. We believe that deeply committed individuals are powerful forces 

and can change the social fabric of our society. Our focus this year was to create a network of such champions of social equity, 

who strongly believe in our mission, to help us bring transformation. 

Our volunteer engagement grew three fold this year. Across a broad age group, our volunteers come from diverse backgrounds 

and strive to bring about significant change for equity in education, by leveraging their area of expertise. In addition to teaching, 

our volunteers were engaged in various activities, from communications, fund-raising to serving as ambassadors for our 

organization.

CHAMPIONS OF SOCIAL CHANGE

Most of our students hail from families where they are first generation school and 

college goers. They come from backgrounds with little exposure and dearth of positive 

role models. This puts them at the risk of poor development leading to no growth.  

Keeping their holistic development in mind, we have built a support structure for them 

in the form of our Mentor programme. Through this programme accomplished 

individuals of the civil society engage with, guide and inspire our students, enabling 

them to learn, grow and achieve their full potential. 

The year saw many dedicated individuals come forward to become committed listeners 

and create empowering relationships. The programme was very well received by the 

students, with some of them displaying significant change in personality 

and a positive shift in attitudes. 

In keeping with the growth of the organization we plan to rapidly increase 

our mentor base. Our focus is to create concrete relationships with 

profound impact, which will open new avenues for our students

MENTORING

25 26

Sowmya Murthi Bharath Ram Target Team

Volunteers from Mount Carmel College Volunteers from MS Ramaiah Institute of Technology 
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Juniper Networks

Rambus Chip Technologies

United Way Bengaluru

Sackhumvit Trust

Pace Micro Technologies

The DSF journey of 9 years has been an upward trend 

and we have scaled greater heights year after year. 

This has been possible due to the incredible sustained 

partnerships we have forged over the years. It is the 

unstirring faith and trust our long term partners have 

placed in us that has enabled us to reach out to 

thousands of students over the years to make their 

right to education real!

Sri Sai Mandali Malleswaram

Meenakshi Foundation

Target Corporation

Microsoft

Global Giving

Solivar Technologies

We extend a hearty welcome to our new partners and 

thank them for their support this year. We hope to 

work closely with them in the coming year and look 

forward to long standing partnership with them.

While it is the backing of our institutional partners that ensures the financial sustenance of our organisation, it is the 

encouragement and involvement of every individual supporter that drives us to go on relentlessly towards our mission. We thank 

each and every one of our individual donors to reinforce our belief in our collective ability to make the Right to Education Real!

OUR TEAMWAY WE OPERATE

Dream School Foundation accomplishes its mission through 13 

staff members (as of March31, 2014) and various 

interns/volunteers/consultants working across schools, centres and 

community. Their passion, energy, active engagement and continual 

professional development are critical to our success.

In addition to the DSF 'Integrated Education and Development' 

Strategy that looks at the interface between the DSF and its 

stakeholders, we operate through the 'DSF Way' – HR and Financial 

Policy on administration and financial management.  We now have 

a robust training and development programme for our staff, 

volunteers and mentors. 

We attribute the impact and growth of DSF over the years to the 

transparency and credibility of our operations. We work closely with 

our donors and partners and encourage them to be part of the 

programme management process.

We at DSF continue to maintain low administrative cost as all our 

paid staff are programme personnel who directly involve in the 

administration and execution of programmes at schools, 

community or centres. Our Education and Development Centre also 

serves as our DSF nodal office for School Development and all other 

operations of the organization.

Individuals

Asha Sathyanarayanan

Malathi Saroj

Hema Srinivas 

Bhama Govindarajan

Sunand Sampath

Akhila Reddy A

Bhagya PR

Girija BR

Gopalakrishnan

Helen Hosanna 

Karun Gopinath 

Madhusudan HV

Maitreyee Kumar

Manjula C

Meena Shankhar

Poornima Holla

Raju 

Sabu Joseph

Sagayaraj S

Swathi Jayaram
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OUR BANKERS
ICICI Bank
No. 47, 5th Main, 5th Cross,
Malleswaram
Bangalore – 560003

OUR AUDITORS
Venkatesh Bhaskar & Associates
#40/1, 2nd Floor, 5th Cross, 3rd Main,
Wilson Garden,
Bangalore -560027

REGISTRATION DETAILS
Indian Charitable Trust No: RJN-4-00024-2005-06
Income Tax Exemption Section 12A Certificate No. DIT (E)/12A/Vol1/D-336/W-1/05-06 dated 7/12/2005
Income Tax Act 1961 Section 80-G (5)(vi0 Recognition 
No: DIT(E)/BLR/80G(R)/30/AAATD7303L/ITO(E)-1/Vol2008-09

: 094421401FCRA Registration No

Donations made to DSF are exempt from tax under Section 80G of the Income Tax Act.

STATUTORY INFORMATION
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